Strengthen and secure ideas. Infographics are visual representations of data, making complex info easier to share and digest. When making your own, simply organize your images, charts, and text. Finally, cite your sources.

**PET SITTING**

- The Quick Fix
- The Bare Essentials
- The Well Mannered Pooch
- Common Puppy Issues
- Stay & Train
- Cat Sitting
- Small Animal Sitting

**DOG WALKING**

- 30 Minute or 1 Hour Walk
- Feed & Clean Litter
- Tank Cleaning
- Day Stay
- Overnight Stay
- Administer Medication
- Apply Flea & Tick Medication

**DOG TRAINING**

- Happy Dogs Take Happy Walks
- Where Good Boys Come From

**OUR SERVICES**

871 UNIVERSITY BLVD, JUPITER FL. 33458
INQUIRIES & BOOKINGS - TEL: 772-600-8435

WHERE PETS ARE OUR PASSION
WWW.GIVINGADOGABONE.COM